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Bishop Fleming’s recent Technology, Innovation and Growth 
sector survey, supported by Tech South West, highlights current 
thoughts and priorities within the sector. 

The results were analysed against the Tech South West pre Covid 19 
Survey and show current sector sentiment and trends, as well as the 
impact of Covid 19 and lockdown. With millions of lives affected, and 
restrictions having led to new ways of working, learning and connecting, 
the survey results shine a light on the challenges, barriers and prospects 
for the community. 

The results show that whilst the sector isn’t immune from the impact of 
the current situation, it is strongly resilient. It is of no surprise to me that 
good quality relationships continue to be important, both in terms of 
access to trusted advice and looking after the wellbeing and morale of the 
team in challenging times.

We would like to thank all those who participated in the survey. The 
results provide thought provoking insight into the current priorities and 
challenges for technology and innovation businesses. Following analysis 
of the results, we are now hosting a series of webinars. Our first webinar 
will be aimed at start-ups and will take place on Thursday 2nd July. To find 
out more information or to sign up, please click here. 

We hope you find this report insightful and valuable. If you have any 
questions or would like to speak with us on how we can support you and 
your business, please contact a member of our Technology, Innovation 
and Growth team or visit our Knowledge Hub here. 

https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/technology-knowledge-hub
https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/technology-knowledge-hub
https://www.techsouthwest.co.uk/
https://www.techsouthwest.co.uk/
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/elevenses-practical-advice-for-start-up-businesses-tickets-108690092994
https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/technology-knowledge-hub


Covid-19 Challenges

The biggest current challenge for tech businesses, cited by over 40% of respondents, is 
access to customers. 

Even though for many tech businesses their product can be sold remotely, the human 
interaction is still important, and where there is a downturn in other sectors this has a 
natural knock on impact. Access to customers was already increasingly challenging for the 
tech sector due to a number of factors such as the introduction of general data protection 
regulations as well as competition making differentiation more challenging. 

Keeping up with customer demand, however, is an issue for those tech businesses 
addressing lockdown needs.  

What do you consider to be your biggest challenge during Covid-19? 
(please select one) 
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Availability of funding

Whilst there is increased concern about funding, more than half of respondents are either 
no more concerned, or in fact less concerned, than they were pre pandemic.

For those who are less concerned, this may be due to availability of UK lockdown new 
funding support, increased publicity of existing support, or the ability to take advantage of 
pre lockdown funding rounds. 

The sector consistently attracts sizeable investment, with the UK leading in the European 
stakes and ranking third worldwide behind only the US and China. To find out more 
please visit Tech Nations’ Global Investment Trends Report here.  And in a sector where 
groundbreaking innovation is the norm, many businesses can unlock immediate cash by 
accessing R&D tax credits from historic project spend.

To find out more information on the current support available to tech businesses, please 
click here. 

How concerned are you about the availability of funding for your 
organisation in 2020 compared to 2019?

37.68%

14.49%

47.83%

More concerned Less concerned The same

https://technation.io/report2020/#11-global-investment-trends
https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/Research-Development-Hub
https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/your-challenges/covid-19-what-support-there-government-relevant-technology-innovation-and-growth


Financial support

We asked our respondents, where do you turn for support to understand the financial 
implications of Covid-19 and ‘Senior Management’ took the top spot. This was closely 
followed by Accountants and then ‘Internet Search’  

With so many resources available, we wanted to understand where the sector’s business 
leaders go for support in understanding the financial implications of the current situation. 
The strength of and relationships with the senior management team and accountants are 
clearly important, with these being most referenced, and the quality and wealth of material 
online also featured very strongly.

Senior Management 
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Accountants
39%

Internet Search
33%

https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/technology-knowledge-hub
https://www.bishopfleming.co.uk/technology-knowledge-hub


Barriers to growth

It comes as no surprise that the current biggest barrier to growth is seen as economic 
conditions (34%), with the UK technically in recession and borrowing at an all-time high.

Second to this is access to customers, reinforcing this as a key issue for sector business 
leaders. 

Looking back at the Tech South West previous survey results there has been a seismic shift - 
the previous biggest challenge was access to talent, which is now the 4th biggest barrier to 
growth, for only 11% of respondents. 

It seems likely that recruiting talent has become less of a priority, and there may be a 
perception that some businesses may fail so that there could be an increased talent pool 
available.  

What do you now see as the biggest barriers to growth for your 
organisation? (please select one)
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Prospects for tech businesses 

Encouragingly, prospects for tech businesses are still considered to be bright, with over 55% 
of respondents scoring between a 3-5 which is ranked between ‘positive’ and ‘extremely 
positive’. 

Whilst there is a stark contrast with sentiment in the previous Tech SW survey (when nearly 
double the proportion of organisations were feeling extremely positive about prospects) 
this highlights just how resilient the sector is.

82% 
scored a 4-5 highlighting 

extremely positive 
prospects in 2019

42% 
scored a 4-5 highlighting 

extremely positive 
prospects in 2020

55% 
of respondents scored 

between a 3-5 suggesting 
prospects are still positive 

in 2020.

It’s a tough environment right now which is why I’m heartened to 
see plenty of positives. The tech sector is incredibly adaptable but 
achieving sales and growth in a challenged economy is difficult. 
Innovation and decisive actions will deliver the best outcomes and 
that’s already well underway across the many different specialisms 
we have in the region.

Dan Pritchard, Co-Founder of Tech South West



To find out how we can help you or 
your business, contact us:

T:  07970681604
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W: bishopfleming.co.uk
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